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Seismic events and pillar failures observed in two platinum mines in
the Rustenburg area, South Africa, were investigated. We studied the
sources of approximately 300 largest seismic events recorded in 2009.
Moment tensors of these events were estimated from amplitudes and
polarities of P- and S-waves. The inverted mechanisms contain
isotropic implosive components in many instances. Analyses of
uncertainty of the moment tensor solutions confirmed the significance
of the implosive component in general. Several documented cases of
pillar failure were considered in detail. For each of these a seismic
moment tensor was calculated from an elastic stress model assuming
an instant removal of a failed pillar. The geometries and magnitudes of
the theoretical seismic moment tensors are in agreement with the
observed (i.e. inverted from seismic data). The results indicate that
either pillar failure or fracturing in the proximity of the reef (within a
fraction of the dominant wavelength of seismic waves) are responsible
for a significant portion of the large events recorded in these mines.
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Introduction
The Bushveld Complex of South Africa hosts
the majority of the world’s known platinum
group metal resources. A number of mines are
operated in the Complex. Either one or two
thin, planar, and shallowly dipping orebodies
(the Merensky and UG2 Reefs) are extracted
using scattered mining methods with regional
stability pillars and crush pillars. The two
mines near Rustenburg that are discussed in
this paper extensively mine out Merensky Reef
forming back areas of about 4 × 5 km2 each.
The reef dips generally between 10 and 12
degrees. Current mining depth is about
1 200 m.
A common extensive seismic network
based on 22 sites is operated at these mines.
Most of the sensors are installed underground
in tunnels parallel to the planar orebody,
rendering the configuration of the sensors
rather planar. Two surface sites add the muchneeded third dimension to the network configuration in the area of interest. All sites are
equipped with tri-axial geophones with 4.5 Hz
natural frequency.
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Synopsis

About 2 ,000 events are recorded by the
network per year on average, with a recurrence
time of events of moment magnitude (mW)
≥2.0 of about 35 days. The quality of seismic
data is high – the seismic events generate clear
signals in P- and S-waves not only for
underground, but also for surface sites. The
nearly planar configuration of the
underground sensor sites results in a specific
problem of location of the seismic sources –
the position of the sources appears to be
constrained within the reef plane but it is
significantly uncertain in the direction normal
to the reef. The ellipsoid of location error may
have dimension of several hundreds of metres
in that direction.
In general the observed seismic activity is
spatially related to the recent stopes - either
currently active or mined out within the
previous several years. There is limited spatial
association with geological features – dykes,
faults and potholes. Dynamic failures of pillars
were documented for some of the large seismic
events. It was not, however, established
whether the observed damage was reflecting
the details of the seismic source or whether the
damage was caused by transient waves from a
nearby seismic event. Several flurries of events
in the back area have been recorded, starting
from the hypocentre of some large event and
spreading out over several days or even, in
one extreme case, over weeks. These flurries
are interpreted to represent pillar runs, where
the failure of one pillar initiates the loading of
a next one to failure, causing a succession of
seismic events. These back area pillars are
generally not accessible, therefore the concept
of pillar runs cannot be verified by direct
observation.
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Mechanisms of large seismic events in platinum mines of the Bushveld Complex
Mining-related seismicity has been extensively covered in
the seismological and rock mechanics literature. Many
studies present evidence of a difference between the
mechanisms of seismic events observed in mining and those
in tectonic environments. In particular, the importance of
implosive components in the inverted moment tensors is
noted1–4, generally attributed to the interaction of shear
failure with volumetric deformation of adjacent excavations.
Several studies of seismic source mechanisms were done
for platinum mines of the Bushveld Complex. One of these5
presented results of the analysis of seismicity in two platinum
mines in the Rustenburg area. The data was acquired by a
near-surface site in each case. It was shown that a significant
proportion of the events have enhanced amplitudes of Pwaves relative to the expected radiation pattern from simple
shear slip mechanisms. The interpretation was that these
events originated from the punching of pillars into the
footwall.
The objective of this study is to improve our
understanding of the source mechanisms of the large seismic
events in the mines under consideration to assist in
developing appropriate mining and support strategies. We
focus on:

Special examination of seismic data recorded in 2009 was
done to verify the response and orientation of the sensor
sites. Three sorts of data were considered:
® Small and medium size local (in-mine) seismic
events—The assumption that motion in the P-wave
must be polarized along the source-sensor direction
was used for verification of the sensor orientation. An
inversion procedure was applied for sites that did not
pass this verification test, i.e. the orientation characteristics (azimuth, dip and roll angles, components flips)
which yield the smallest difference between the
polarization of motion in the P-wave and source-sensor
direction were estimated. We note that, in terms of
polarity, the described procedure does not exclude the
possibility of the simultaneous flipping of all
components of the seismic sensor. The probability of
such gross errors during installation is, however,
considered small. The comparison of observed spectra
of seismic signals with expected spectra allows us to
monitor the response of the sensors
® Local blasts—As the first motion of the P-wave must
be strictly away from the blast's source, it provides a
means of checking the orientation and eliminating the
possibility of the simultaneous flipping of all
components
® Distant large events—The approximation of P- and Swaves coming from distant sources as planar waves
allows us to check the correctness of orientation and
response of individual sites relative to a selected
reference site.

® Inversion of the moment tensors for a representative
dataset of medium and large size seismic events
® Analysis of several pillar failure cases incorporating
underground observations, numerical modelling of the
seismic source mechanisms, and comparison of these
with the mechanisms inverted from seismic data.

Dataset
More than 300 events recorded by the network in 2009 were
selected for detailed analysis of their sources. The following
selection criteria have been used:
® Moment magnitude is above 0.5
® At least 10 sites are triggered
® The source location is within the central part of the
network (inside the boundaries of the mines under
consideration).
The size distribution of the selected events is shown in
Figure 1. The largest, a mW 2.5 event, occurred on November
2 2009. More than 40 events had magnitudes greater than
1.5.

The study of source mechanisms is based on the examination
of the patterns of the seismic radiation. The amplitudes and
phases (polarities) of seismic waves radiated in different
directions from the source are analysed comparatively. This
sort of analysis requires a precise knowledge of the response
and orientation of the seismic sensors, as corrupted
components or errors in orientation characteristics (e.g. the
flipping of the components by incorrect cable connection or
incorrect software settings) may result in significant
deviation of the inverted mechanism.
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Moment tensor inversion
The seismic waveforms recorded by the sites with reliable
characteristics were used for the estimation of seismic
moment tensors. The generally-observed simplicity of seismic
waveforms recorded in these mines makes it possible to take
advantage of a relatively simple and quick moment tensor
inversion technique utilizing amplitudes and polarities of
signals of the P- and S-waves. The amplitudes were
calculated in the frequency domain, from the low-frequency
plateau of displacement spectra. The amplitude and polarity
data for different waves and sites were weighted according to
the sharpness of the corresponding signals, i.e. the signals
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Application of these procedures resulted in the identification of a set of sites with reliable response and orientation
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Figure 1—Frequency-magnitude distribution of events used in the
detailed analysis of sources
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with strong coda had smaller influence on the results of the
calculations. The mathematical function for minimization was
formulated as the absolute difference (L1 norm) between the
amplitudes of observed and synthetic signals, considering
their polarities of course. The function was normalized in
such a way that the maximum value (1.0) corresponded to
equal amplitudes and opposite polarities of the observed and
synthetic seismic waves for all components, while the
minimum value (0.0) reflected a perfect fit. An intermediate
value may be interpreted roughly as a portion of observed
waves that is badly modelled. A misfit of 0.17 may, for
example, be indicative of complete disagreement between
observed and synthetic data (equal amplitudes but opposite
polarities) for 17 per cent of seismic waves and perfect
agreement for the remaining 83 per cent of the waves.
A simulation of the waveforms was done for each
estimated mechanism. The simulated waveforms were
compared with the recorded ones. Application of a low-pass
filter below the corner frequency to both synthetic and
observed waveforms provided validity of a point source
approximation.
For both the source inversion and waveform modelling,
the medium was assumed to be infinite and homogeneous.
Inelasticity was taken into account by means of constant
(frequency-independent) Q factors.
Figure 2 demonstrates the mechanism for the largest
event in the dataset using the standard ‘beach-ball’ representation. The orientations of the source-to-site paths of sites

TOTAL

=

South

used in the mechanism’s inversion is shown on the ‘TOTAL’
lower hemispherical projection. The isotropic (ISO) and
deviatoric (DEV) components are also displayed. The
isotropic component is quite large in this case and is of
negative sign, implying significant implosive co-seismic
deformation in the source. Another remarkable feature is the
nearly vertical orientation of the P axis (centre of 'white' area
of the ‘DEV’ beach-ball).
The observed waveforms are compared with synthetic
ones calculated for the inverted mechanism in the lower part
of Figure 2. The agreement between observed and synthetic
signals is acceptable – the polarities and amplitudes of the
recorded initial impulses in the P- and S-waves are modelled
correctly for most of the sites, resulting in a misfit of 0.12.
The later signals (coda of P- and S-waves, reflection from the
earth’s surface) are predictably not reproduced in the
synthetic waveforms as they conflict with the assumptions of
a simple source and an infinite homogeneous medium.
The moment tensor solution for a smaller size event is
shown in Figure 3. As in the previous case, the obtained
mechanism has a significant implosive isotropic component
and steep P axis. The quality of modelling of the observed
waveforms in this case is a bit worse (lower part of of
Figure 3). The amplitudes and polarities of the P-waves are
properly modelled for most of the sites, while the S-waves are
reproduced correctly for only some of the closest sites
(located within about 2 000 m of the source). The misfit is
0.18 in this case.
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Figure 2—The ‘beach-ball’ representation of the mechanism of the large (mW 2.5) seismic event recorded in November 2009 (top). Synthetic waveforms for
this mechanism are compared with corresponding observed signals (bottom). Observed waveforms are displayed in blue, while synthetic ones are in red.
Site indices, names, and hypocentral distances are shown at the right of each waveform. Arrivals of P- and S-waves picked using non-filtered waveforms
are visualized as vertical grey lines
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Figure 3—Beach-ball representation of the mechanism of a medium size (mW 0.7) seismic event recorded in December 2009 (top). Synthetic waveforms for
this mechanism are compared with corresponding observed signals (bottom). The visualization and notations properties are the same as in Figure 2

Uncertainty of the moment tensor inversion
As it was shown in the examples above, the inverted
mechanisms contain implosive components. The important
question is whether the presence of this component in the
solutions is significant, or whether it could be an artefact of
the inversion procedure.
The standard moment tensor inversion procedure gives
only a single ‘best’ solution. Different factors (poor network
coverage, error in source location, incorrect picking of P- or
S-wave arrivals) allow the possibility that another
mechanism could reproduce the observed polarities and
amplitudes of seismic waves as well.
A simple technique was applied to analyse the
uncertainty of moment tensor inversion in relation to the
presence of the isotropic component. The 6-dimensional
space of possible moment tensors (corresponding to the six
components of the moment tensor) was sampled and thus a
significant population (~1 000 000 samples) of possible
mechanisms was created. All these mechanisms (moment
tensors) were tested in terms of their ability to reproduce the
amplitudes and polarities of the observed seismic signals.
A ‘source type plot’ offered by Hudson et al.6 was found
to be useful for the visualization and interpretation of the test
results. Examples are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The source
type plot displays mechanisms according to their volume
change (along the vertical axis) and deviation from a double
couple (DC) source (along horizontal axis). Note that this plot
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visualizes only two dimensions of the 6-dimensional space of
moment tensors. For instance, a single central point of the
plot includes all DC sources – a variety of orientations of the
fault planes and directions of slip vectors, plus a diversity of
scalar seismic moments. The details of the source type plot
are described in the overview7.

Probability
Density
0.00
2.66
5.32
7.98
10.64

Source Type: Explosion Deviatoric Implosion
Probability
0.00
0.03
0.97

Figure 4—Source type plot and location of some characteristic source
processes (blast, tensile and shear cracking, cavity collapse) within it.
Demarcation of three equal areas (‘Explosion’, ‘Deviatoric’, and
‘Implosion’) is shown. Colouring of the plot reflects probabilities of
source mechanism of the event presented in Figure 2. The most
probable mechanisms are within the ‘Implosion’ area
The Journal of The Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
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Figure 5—Source type plot for the event shown in Figure 3 is displayed
at the top. The positions of three different solutions on the plot are
marked by arrows: the inverted mechanism (Variant A), deviatoric
mechanism (Variant B), and implosive mechanism (Variant C). Beachball representation of variants B and C are shown below

The strange rhombic shape of the plot is the result of a
special design condition – the areas of the plot are proportional to probabilities of the mechanisms. This makes it
possible to perform uniform sampling in the space of the axes
of this plot and calculate the probabilities of different source
types according to the areas.
The source type plot was divided into three equal-area
regions (Figure 4 and 5): the upper region corresponds to
explosive sources (e.g. blasts), the middle one to the
deviatoric sources (e.g. shear failures), and the bottom one to
implosive sources (e.g. pillar bursts). The numerical
integration (summation) over these regions gives the
probability of these source processes.
In summary, the analysis of the source mechanism’s
uncertainty in case of each event involved three steps:
® Measuring amplitudes and polarities of P- and S-waves
(the same as for the standard moment tensor
inversion)
® Testing of ~1 000 000 possible mechanisms against
the measured amplitudes and polarities, and plotting
the ones with the highest probabilities derived from the
misfits on the source type plot (similar to those shown
in Figures 4 and 5)
® Quantification of the probability of the ‘Explosion’,
‘Deviatoric’, and ‘Implosion’ processes by means of
summation of the probability densities in
corresponding areas of the plot.
The Journal of The Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

Results
These procedures of moment tensor inversion and source
type uncertainty estimation were applied to all the selected
events.
It was found that the overwhelming majority of events
contain implosive components (similar to the samples shown
in Figures 2 and 3). The analysis of uncertainties of the
solutions confirms that this feature is significant – the distributions of probabilities of the source types (Figure 6)
indicate that:
® Only a few events have a significant explosive
component. These events (with one exception) also
have significant deviatoric components, which indicate
that the explosive component may be artificial
® The ‘Deviatoric’ type is more common – 28 events (9
per cent of the total number) have a highest probability
of being the ‘Deviatoric’ type. In general, these events
are located further from the reef than other events
® The majority of events are of the ‘Implosion’ type.
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Figure 6—Histograms of the source type probabilities of the analysed
events. The first bar (of the extremely unlikely mechanisms) is not to
scale
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We demonstrate the application of this technique with the
events shown in Figures 2 and 3.
The source type plot for the first (large) event (Figure 4)
has a cluster of ‘highly probable’ mechanisms within the
‘Implosion’ region. The probability of mechanisms from the
‘Deviatoric’ and ‘Explosion’ regions is quite low. This
indicates that moment tensor solution shown in the top of
Figure 2 is well constrained in terms of presence of an
implosive component, so the obtained implosive component
could be considered as significant. This is reflected in the
quantification of probabilities: 0.97 probability is assigned to
the ‘Implosion’ source type, while only 0.03 is assigned to
the ‘Deviatoric’, and 0.00 - to the 'Explosion' types
(Figure 4).
The source type plot of the second (smaller) event
(Figure 5) has a broad area of ‘probable’ mechanisms
spreading along 'Deviatoric' and ‘Implosion’ regions. This
indicates that besides the inverted (‘Best MT’) mechanism, a
variety of other solutions (for instance ‘Variant B’ and
‘Variant C’ displayed in the figure) are also in agreement with
the recorded seismic signals. In this case the confidence of
the implosive component is less than for the previous (large)
event – the probability of the ‘Deviatoric’ type is of the same
order as probability of the ‘Implosion’ (0.35 vs. 0.59 - see
Figure 5).
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Mechanisms of large seismic events in platinum mines of the Bushveld Complex
Analyses of particular pillar failure cases
Observations
In this section we briefly describe four seismic events for
which underground information allowed particular pillars to
be identified as the likely sources.
On 27 August 2009 an oversized (~ 5 × 5 m2) crush
pillar dynamically failed in one of the deep levels of one of
the mines. The pillar sidewall was ejected into the gully and
into the stope for a distance of ~3 m (Figure 7). The network
recorded a seismic event with moment magnitude 1.6. The
event location is uncertain both in the north-east direction
and the direction normal to the plane of the underground
sensors, while the failed pillar is inside the 95 per cent
location confidence region (Figure 7).
Five days later a neighbouring pillar of a similar size also
failed in a similar fashion (Figure 7). This time a mW 1.8
seismic event had been recorded. As in the previous case, the
location of the seismic source supports its association with
the failed pillar, but does not exclude other options.
The largest of the four events, mW 2.5, occurred at the
neighbouring mine on November 2 2009. In this case
significant rockburst damage occurred along the sidewall of a
haulage, positioned 18 m below an oversized crush pillar
parallel to the tunnel (Figure 8). Several metres of the
sidewall was shattered, and up to 2 m of broken rock was

ejected along a plane of weakness parallel to the strata and
just above the tunnel (Figure 9). On reef, the surrounds of
the pillar also showed significant damage. At least 100 mm
dynamic closure was observed on crushed concrete packs
next to the pillar (Figure 10). Broken rock fragments from the
pillar varied from very small pieces that could be scooped up
like coarse grit (Figure 11) to fist-sized and larger. It appears
that the pillar had a double effect on the tunnel. In the first
place, the position of the pillar and its proximity to the tunnel
caused anomalous stress concentration on the tunnel.
Secondly, when the pillar failed the near field dynamic load
on the already stressed pillar sidewall caused the observed
dynamic failure (Figure 8). The location of the source of the

Figure 8—Plan of mine layout in the area of Case 3 (top). Location
uncertainty for the mW 2.5 event on November 2, 2009 (below) is lower
than in other cases. The failed pillar is within the 95% confidence region
of the seismic source location

Figure 7—Plan of the area of pillar failures for Cases 1 and 2 (top). The
arrows show the directions of pillar sidewall ejection, and dark shaded
rims reflect the areas dynamically ejected. Isosurfaces of the location
confidence regions for the mW 1.6 event on August 27 2009 (bottom).
The mW 1.8 event recorded on September 1 2009 has location
confidence regions of similar shape. Both 95% and 68% confidence
regions include the failed pillars, but at the same time a variety of other
pillars, abutments, and geological features are also covered. This
indicates that locations of the seismic sources do not provide
unambiguous association of the events with the pillar failures in the
cases studied
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Figure 9—Co-seismic damage at a cubby along the southern sidewall of
the tunnel 18 m below the on-reef pillar shown in Figure 8 (Case 3)
The Journal of The Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
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tendons (parts of anchors exposed after the rock around most
of their lengths has broken away - Figure 14) in the
hangingwall above the gully were bent along this direction of
ejection, i.e. parallel to the striations along the plane of
weakness. The variation of this angle points backwards
towards the pillar. Fractures observed in the remaining pillar
in the E2 panel suggest the pillar is now failed throughout.
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Figure 10—Crushed concrete pack next to the pillar that failed (Case 3).
Total dynamic closure exceeded 110 mm

seismic event is quite stable (Figure 8). The 95 per cent
location confidence region spreads 250 m in the vertical
direction, 170 m in the north-north-east direction, and 80 m
in the east-south-east direction. The failed oversized pillar is
within this region.
The fourth case is that of an mW 1.9 event on 27 March
2010, recorded at the same mine as Cases 1 and 2 described
above. A dynamic failure of a crush pillar occurred with the
event. Significant damage occurred in the E2 panel of a stope
and severe damage in the gully next to the pillar in the E1
panel (Figure 12). The damage was in the form of broken
rock, with fragment sizes varying from the centimetre scale
to the metre scale, with most fragments being between 100
and 1000 mm in diameter. Timber props in the back area of
the E1 panel opposite the failed pillar show dynamic
shortening of up to 130 mm (Figure 13). The shortening was
in the direction normal to the planar stope. The pillar sidewall
was ejected along a plane of weakness which locally forms
the stope hangingwall. This ejection mechanically scarred the
(now exposed) plane of weakness leaving clear, fresh
striations parallel to the direction of ejection. The naked
The Journal of The Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

Figure 12—Plan of the area of pillar failure for Case 4 (top). The arrows
show the measured directions of pillar sidewall ejection. The shaded
area depicts the pillar ‘removed’ during numerical modelling (see Figure
15D), and dark shaded rims reflect the areas dynamically ejected. The
lower part shows the location uncertainty for the associated mW 1.9
seismic event on March 27 2010

Figure 13—Buckling of timber elongates consistent with the implied
direction of dynamic stope closure. Closure of up to 130 mm was
measured while the elastic convergence was ~20 mm as indicated by
numerical modelling
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Figure 11—Comminuted Merensky Reef illustrating dynamic failure of
the pillar in Case 3
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(0)

model, and their differences (∆u(x) = u(1) (x) – u (x) and
∆T(x) = T(1) (x) – T(0) (x)) were used for the computation
of the theoretical moment tensor according to the expression
presented in the Appendix. The horizontal size of the
‘source’ box was chosen large enough to provide small
amplitudes of ∆u(x) and ∆T(x) over its perimeter and side
sub-surfaces. In such a case the influences of the box sides in
the moment tensor could be neglected.
To elucidate further we include Figure 15 showing, for
the fourth case study, the relevant plans, and one section.

Results

Figure 14—Ejection of the pillar edge (Case 4) along a plane of
weakness in the stope hangingwall. The ‘naked tendons’ are pulled in
the direction of ejection, pointing in the same direction as slip striations
(white arrows) along the plane of weakness

The location of the source of the mW 1.9 seismic event is
uncertain (Figure 12), but since no other damage was
observed in the general area of interest the association of the
event with the failed pillar is reasonable.

Modelling of the source mechanisms
The observational cases described above are consistent with
the hypothesis that pillar failure is a dominant component of
the source of the recorded seismic events. To quantitatively
verify this, modelling of seismic moment tensors for the
observed pillar failures was done using a boundary-element
stress modelling tool. The intention was to compare the
geometry and magnitude of the modelled moment tensors
with the corresponding characteristics of the observed
moment tensors (i.e. inverted from the recorded waveforms
as described previously).
Elastic stress modelling was performed for each of the
considered cases using the in-house developed code
(Integrated Static Stress Model - ISSM).
In each case the model took into account:

Comparison of the modelling results with both underground
observations and seismic data is summarized in Table I.
The amount of closure measured underground and elastic
convergence derived from the elastic models of the initial and
final states (with and without pillar) are shown in the column
‘umax’. For all cases the observed closure is much higher than
the elastic convergence. This is an expected result as the
former involves inelastic fracturing of rocks around the
excavations, which is not taken into account in the ‘elastic’
modelling (e.g. see Figure 1.3.7 of the handbook8).
Comparison of the synthetic moment tensors (i.e. derived
from the numerical model) with the observed moment tensors
(i.e. inverted from waveforms of seismic events) has many
aspects.
One is the ‘size’ of the source expressed either in terms of
seismic moment M or moment magnitude mW.
Other aspects are related to the geometry of the
mechanism. Particularly to quantify the implosive nature of
the pillar failure mechanisms we used a standard measure of
volume change of the moment tensors7:

® Regional (10 × 10 m2 cell size) mined out areas of
Merensky Reef for the two mines considered
® Virgin stress state as used by the mine rock mechanics
practitioners. This included an anomalous K-ratio with
the major principal stress being sub-horizontal.
® Detailed (down to 1 × 1 m2 cell size) mining geometry
at the time of the analysed pillar failure in its
surroundings (within radius of ~150 m).
Two variants of the model were considered – with the
pillar (initial state) and without it (final state).
The failed (removed) pillar was enclosed by a box with
top and bottom surfaces laying parallel to the reef 11 m
above and below it, respectively. The chosen box played the
role of the ‘source volume’ (volume V with boundary ∑
shown in the Appendix). The distributions of elastic
displacement ((u(0) (x) and u(1) (x)) and traction (T(0) (x)
and T(1) (x)) over the top and bottom surfaces of ‘the source
volume’ were calculated for initial and final variants of the
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Figure 15—Four plans views and a section to explain the numerical
modelling for Case 4. Figure 15A shows the model of the regional mine
plan, and Figures 15B-D are successive zoom-ins. Figures 15C and D
show the contours of model convergence after the removal of the pillar
(shaded area in Figure 15D). A section through the model is shown in
Figure 15E—The displacement profiles above and below the pillar are
grossly exaggerated in this section, the maximum model displacement
being 10 mm
The Journal of The Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
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Table I

Comparison of the observed seismic source
mechanisms and modelled pillar failure source
mechanisms

Orientations of the principal axes of both observed and
synthetic mechanisms may be compared by means of their
correlation with a hypothetical expected moment tensor
(CLVD)

Mij

. The latter describes the deviatoric component of the

idealized pillar failure which has convergence only in the
direction normal to the reef (top of Figure 16), i.e. the ride is
neglected. Such an idealized mechanism will have the major
principal axis of negative sign (compressive) oriented
orthogonal to the reef, while the other two principal axes are
of the same positive (dilatation) magnitude and located
within the reef plane (centre of Figure 16). The similarity
between the deviatoric part of the observed or theoretical
mechanism Mij and the hypothetical expected mechanism
(DEV)

Mij

was quantified using the normalized correlation

P
a
p
e
r

coefficient:

(DEV)

where Mij

where M (ISO) is the amplitude of components of the isotropic
part of the moment tensor, M (DEV) is the amplitude of the
largest principal component of the deviatoric part of the
moment tensor.
The Journal of The Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

is the deviatoric part of the Mij .

Figure 16—Moment tensor associated with an idealized pillar failure in
a tabular mine: orientation of major and minor principal axes of the
moment tensor relative to the orebody (top), decomposition of the
moment tensor (centre) and ‘beach-ball’ representation of the
mechanism (bottom). The idealized mechanism corresponds to a
closing crack model, which is an inverse of the tensile crack model
described in the monograph by Aki and Richards9. Note that decomposition contains implosive isotropic component and deviatoric
component. The latter is equal to the notorious Compensated LinearVector Dipole (CLVD) mechanism
VOLUME 112
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Mechanisms of large seismic events in platinum mines of the Bushveld Complex
As is seen from Table I, the scalar seismic moment of the
modelled sources is 1.5–2.0 times higher than that estimated
through seismological processing. This means that dynamic
characteristics (amplitudes) of the recorded seismic waves
may be explained by the modelled pillar failure only.
Overestimation of the observed M value gives room for the
tuning of the model. For instance, modelling of a partial
(instead of complete) removal of the pillar should decrease
the theoretical M value, reducing the difference between the
modelled and estimated moments. Note, however, that the
correspondence of the modelled to the seismologically
estimated seismic moments is actually very good. It supports
the pillar failure mechanism as the main contributor to the
radiated low-frequency seismic waves.
The geometrical characteristics of observed and
theoretical moment tensors are in agreement as follows:
® Significant implosive components are present in the
solutions. The volume change k is always negative and
of the same order
® The deviatoric component correspons to ‘pancakeshape’ deformation with sub-vertical P axis (with the
exception of the observed mechanisms of the August
27 2009 event). This fits the hypothetical moment
(CLVD)

(reflected in high values of the
tensor Mij
correlation coefficient S ). The opposite ‘cigar-shape’
type of deformation for the August 27 2009 event may
be explained by a non-uniqueness of the inversion –
similar to the case shown in Figure 5.
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Initial state (before the failure)

Figure A1—Selection of 'the source volume' for a pillar failure

+ ∆u(x) H(t) and T(x,t) ≈ T(0) (x) + ∆T(x) H(t), where
H(t) is a Heaviside step function.

Appendix

•

•

Seismic moment tensor for a pillar failure
Seismic radiation from any dynamic process inside some
volume V may be completely described using the time history
of displacement and traction over the boundary ∑ of this
volume. There are two rules for selection of V and ∑:

In the case of a pillar failure the selection of 'the source
volume’ shown in Figure A1 may be used.
The moment tensor is calculated from the ∆u(x) and
∆T(x) distributions on the ∑1:

® Behaviour of the medium outside the ∑ is assumed to
be elastic
® The size of V is smaller than the wavelength of seismic
waves used for seismological analysis.
The low-frequency part of seismic radiation could be
described using difference/drop in displacements ∆u(x) and
tractions ∆T(x) on the ∑ between initial and final states.
This is equivalent to assuming a step-like behaviour of
displacement and traction time histories, i.e. u(x, t) ≈ u(0) (x)

where n(x) is the inward normal to the ∑, ξ (0) is the point
inside the ∑ (centre of V may be chosen), λ (x) and µ (x) are
the Lamé elastic moduli, δij is the Kronecker delta tensor. N
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